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An Epidemic Of Absence
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the need for non-pharmaceutical epidemic mitigation strategies that can be effective even if they are limited in duration. Here, the authors derive analytically ...
Optimal, near-optimal, and robust epidemic control
A GREAT epidemic of grief has engulfed our world. Many intensities of grief change from shade to shade. The agony ...
COVID-19: Epidemic of Grief
Today, the <a href=" Politic COVID-19 Support Group has registered 10,500 COVID-19 patients and their caregivers and families, who have started an independent research group and advised the National ...
Preventing an Epidemic of Those With ‘Long COVID’
Sanjeev V Sardesai Today’s article I wish to dedicate to the valiant COVID warriors in Goa, and elsewhere; and also, to those that have parted ways with their near and dear ones. They say history ...
When epidemic history repeats itself in Goa
Understanding the SARS-CoV-2 dynamics has been subject of intense research in the last months. In particular, accurate modeling of lockdown effects on human behaviour and epidemic evolution is a key ...
Tracking the time course of reproduction number and lockdown’s effect on human behaviour during SARS-CoV-2 epidemic: nonparametric estimation
Births have fallen dramatically in many states during the coronavirus outbreak, according to an Associated Press analysis of preliminary data from half the country.
COVID-19 baby boom a bust: Perhaps absence would have made the heart grow fonder for US couples during lockdown
The situation has turned so grim that the Supreme Court and the Delhi High Court have been forced to intervene. The constitutional courts are reprimanding the Centre in every hearing of the suo moto ...
India Crossing Grim Milestones of COVID-19 Deaths
Had the nationalist leadership taken the savage epidemic of 1918-1919 seriously, India might have been one with a political culture that put lives first ...
COVID-19 in India: Leaders are accountable for near-collapse of the State, apocalypse must matter
Objective: This study aims to investigate the impact of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) epidemic on dizziness/vertigo outpatients in a neurological clinic in China.Methods: Against the ...
The Impact of Coronavirus Disease 2019 Epidemic on Dizziness/Vertigo Outpatients in a Neurological Clinic in China
From a long and inhuman lockdown to political blame game and one-upmanship, here are five instances of misgovernance during the last 15 months ...
Behind the pandemic’s devastation is a monumental failure of governance
The hidden epidemic of male suicide is growing worse, intersecting with escalating deaths from opioid overdoses. “There’s a silent crisis in men’s health that’s killing men in staggering numbers,” ...
Douglas Todd: ‘Silent crisis’ of male suicide getting worse across Canada
To estimate the impact of universal community face mask use in Victoria, Australia along with other routine disease control measures in place.Methods: A mathematical modeling study using an age ...
The Impact of Universal Mask Use on SARS-COV-2 in Victoria, Australia on the Epidemic Trajectory of COVID-19
In this op-ed by the real-life mom portrayed in the film"Four Good Days," Libby Alexander explains the challenges of addiction.
The Fight to Save My Daughter’s Life
A prospective cohort study of all patients with COVID-19 found in the Electronic Medical Records of Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah Hospital in Kuwait was conducted. The study included 3995 individuals ...
Probabilities of ICU admission and hospital discharge according to patient characteristics in the designated COVID-19 hospital of Kuwait.
The social stigmatisation of mortuary work explains the silence in the colonial archives. What archives choose to tell is equally revealing.
Grave diggers, the frontline workers of the 1898 bubonic plague that history forgot
Early in the pandemic, Fiona Lowenstein knew that the full story of COVID-19 was not being told. She was 26 and healthy, and after testing positive for ...
www.fltimes.com
Incidents of attacks on doctors and nurses have increased in Bihar in the past couple of weeks following the healthcare infrastructure crumbling under pressure from the second wave of Covid-19 ...
Bihar Covid crisis goes on with kin of dying patients assaulting hospital staff
DGHS helpless By Shamindra Ferdinando Director General of Health Services (DGHS) Asela Gunawardena, who is the state authority for the national campaign against the rampaging Covid-19 pandemic, has ...
Lokuge accused of overriding Covid-19 counter measures
The Bank of England has upgraded its growth forecast for the coronavirus-hit UK economy and signalled it will not raise interest rates in the near term - despite seeing a looming spike in inflation ...
Bank of England forecasts strong COVID recovery with biggest economic bounce-back since WWII
L.D. 1265, a proposal to ban hunting coyotes at night and with bait and dogs, would treat the species with restraint and respect.
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